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Full Model-Free Control Architecture for Hybrid UAVs

Jacson M. O. Barth1, Jean-Philippe Condomines1,
Jean-Marc Moschetta2, Aurélien Cabarbaye1, Cédric Join3,5 and Michel Fliess4,5

Abstract— This paper discusses the development of a control
architecture for hybrid Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) based
on model-free control (MFC) algorithms. Hybrid UAVs combine
the beneficial features of fixed-wing UAVs with Vertical Take-
Off and Landing (VTOL) capabilities to perform five different
flight phases during typical missions, such as vertical take-
off, transitioning flight, forward flight, hovering and vertical
landing. Based on model-free control principles, a novel control
architecture that handles the hybrid UAV dynamics at any flight
phase is presented. This unified controller allows autonomous
flights without discontinuities of switching for the entire flight
envelope with position tracking, velocity control and attitude
stabilization. Simulation results show that the proposed control
architecture provides an effective control performance for
the entire flight envelope and excellent disturbance rejections
during the critical flight phases, such as transitioning and
hovering flights in windy conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous flight of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
remains an interesting and active research domain after
decades of studies in the subject. The wide variety of
missions involving UAVs, combined with advances in the
fields of materials and computer science, have contributed
to the design of new UAV configurations. Therefore, the
drawbacks of rotatory-wing UAVs (e.g. helicopters, quad-
rotors and multi-rotors) in terms of endurance and range,
with the lack of capability to take-off and landing from
small areas of fixed-wing UAVs have also encouraged the
development of a new UAV class namely hybrid UAV. This
hybrid UAV configuration is able to perform complex flight
missions in windy environments through its large flight
envelope, as described in Fig. 1, with vertical take-off and
landing with fast and efficient forward flight to reach a distant
position. Although the combination of two different UAV
configurations in a single one provides a wider application
field, the control system needs to consider the particularities
of each one in order to properly carry out the position
tracking, velocity control and attitude stabilization during the
entire flight envelope for a given mission.
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Fig. 1: Typical flight modes of Hybrid Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles: 1 - Vertical take-off; 2 - Transition; 3 - Forward
flight; 4 - Hover flight; 5 - Vertical landing. The vector W
represents the wind disturbances.

While attitude stabilization for hovering and forward
flights are commonly researched and quite known [1] [2],
the attitude stabilization during the transition phase poses
a major challenge due to the fast variations of aerodynamic
forces and moments at high angles of attack. Sometimes con-
sidered as an undesirable and temporally transient between
hover and forward flight [3], the transition phase needs to
be continuously stabilized in order to ensure a smooth and
safe flight. One of the control approach to handle the attitude
stabilization relies on adaptive control laws, [4] proposes an
adaptive quaternion algorithm in order to avoid singularities
during the control of the entire flight envelope. On the other
hand, instability problems with adaptive control methods can
still exist with regard to unmodeled dynamics or inaccurate
models in the adaptation law of the controller’s parameters.
Conventional model-based controls are also designed, for
instance, nonlinear feedback techniques [5] [6], based on
Lyapunov designs [7], linear optimal controls [8], linear
optimal control with gain scheduling techniques [9] which
require sophisticated wind-tunnel characterizations to get
an understanding of forces and moments acting on the
system. The performance of model-based controllers differs
primarily in the fidelity with which the plant is modeled.
Accurate modeling of aerodynamic forces and moments of
a partially stalled wing is a difficult and time consuming
task. Additionally, these models usually require several flight
measurements that are hard to obtain such as angle of
attack during hovering flights, and low airspeed due to
small dynamic pressures. In terms of flight validation, [10]
proposes a simple control strategy based on Proportional
Integral and Derivative (PID) gains in order to control the
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the used coordinate frames, angles and
actuators. The Darko hybrid UAV was designed by Murat
Bronz at ENAC.

position and the attitude of a hybrid UAV. Although simple
to tune without the knowledge of the model, PID controllers
are limited in terms of disturbance rejection. Another flight
experiment, employing a cascaded control architecture com-
posed by Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI)
algorithms, was developed and flight-tested to demonstrate
the performance of a such controller for position tracking,
velocity control and attitude stabilization [11]. This sensor-
based control approach needs a prior identification of the
actuator effectiveness which are computed from real flight
data implying a prior adjustment of the controller’s gains.
As an alternative, some control approaches can handle the
system dynamics without requiring any model, such as the
Model-Free Control (MFC) approach. Apart from aerospace
applications [12] [13], including our previous work [14]
[15], MFC was also applied on a wide list of different
industrial cases sometimes providing patents, see [16] and its
references for additional information. However to the best of
our knowledge, this control methodology was never designed
for hybrid UAVs. Thus, the new contributions presented in
this paper, with respect to our previous work, are :

• guidance formulation (position and velocity control) for
the entire flight envelope in a disturbed environment.

• numerical results of different flight cases to numerically
validate the performance and the interaction between
each component of the control architecture.

• disturbance rejection analysis in a critical flight phase
under strong wind gusts.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II contains the mathematical hybrid UAV model and
explains the main features of this UAV class. In Section III,
we present the new control architecture based on model-free
control algorithms. Subsequently, in section IV, the control
performance is analyzed for different flight cases, i.e. hover,
transition and forward flight. Finally, section V concludes the
paper and introduces the main challenges ahead to improve
our control system.

II. HYBRID UAV MODEL

This section is subdivided into two parts. First, we present
the mathematical formulation of aerodynamic forces and
moments, and the aerodynamic assumptions used in the
hybrid UAV model. Then, the equations of motion, based
in the Newton’s second law, are introduced to describe the
hybrid UAV behavior.

A. Formulation of aerodynamic forces and moments

We present an analytic continuous singularity-free for-
mulation of aerodynamic forces Fab ∈ R3 and moments
Mab ∈ R3 acting in a wing over a complete 360◦ angle
of attack, based on previous work proposed by [17]. The
wing with a surface S, is immersed in an incompressible and
inviscid airflow with air density ρ. The free-stream velocity
is composed by the linear element v∞ ∈ R3 and the angular
component defined by ω∞ ∈ R3 which, in the absence of
wind, is equal to the hybrid UAV angular velocity ωb ∈ R3.
This formulation of aerodynamic forces and moments is
given by : (

Fab

Mab

)
= −1

2
ρSηCΦ(ηb)Cηb (1)

where

η =
√
v2∞ + µ c2ω2∞, with µ ∈ R > 0 (2)

and

ηb =

(
v∞
ω∞

)
(3)

The vector ηb describes the linear and angular free-stream
velocities in the body coordinate frame. The matrix C
denotes the reference wing parameters in an extended repre-
sentation,

C =


I3×3 03×3

03×3

b 0 0
0 c 0
0 0 b


 (4)

where b and c are, respectively, the wingspan and the mean
chord. Finally, the matrix Φ ∈ R6×6, which is subdivided
into four matrices Φ(·) ∈ R3×3, shows the interaction
between aerodynamic forces and moments with linear and
angular free-stream velocities :

Φ =

(
Φ(fv) Φ(fw)

Φ(mv) Φ(mw)

)
(5)

The parameters of Φ are deduced from thin airfoil theory,
we refer the interested reader to [17] for further information.



Nonetheless, we mention that,

Φ
(fv)
0 =

Cd0 0 0
0 Cy0 0
0 0 2π + Cd0

 (6)

Φ(fω) =

0 0 0
0 0 b−1∆rCy0
0 −c−1∆r(2π + Cd0) 0

 (7)

Φ
(mv)
0 =

0 0 0
0 0 −c−1∆r(2π + Cd0)
0 b−1∆rCy0 0

 (8)

Φ(mω) =
1

2

 Clp Clq Clr
Cmp Cmq Cmr

Cnp Cnq Cnr

 (9)

with Cd0 the minimal drag coefficient, Cy0 the minimal
side force coefficient, ∆r represents the distance between
the aerodynamic center and the UAV center of gravity, and
Cl, Cm and Cn are the aerodynamic moment coefficients
which depend on the angular hybrid UAV velocities (p, q, r).
Finally, the flap deflection dynamics are modeled as varying
cambered airfoils and the aerodynamic forces and moments
created by these deflections δj are approximated by the
following equations :

Φ(fv)(δj) = Φ
(fv)
0 (I − [ξf ]× δj) (10)

Φ(mv)(δj) = Φ
(mv)
0 (I − [ξm]× δj) (11)

the flap deflection effectiveness is represented by two skew-
symmetric matrices, [ξf ]× for the force effectiveness and
[ξm]× for the moment effectiveness, given by :

[ξf ]× =

 0 −ξf ξf
ξf 0 −ξf
−ξf ξf 0



[ξm]× =

 0 −ξm ξm
ξm 0 −ξm
−ξm ξm 0


B. Equations of motion

The hybrid UAV model is divided into four rigid bod-
ies (two propellers and one fuselage composed by two
wings) with constant mass (m), represented by ten states
x = (vb, ωb, q), where vb ∈ R3 is the vehicle’s linear
velocity, ωb ∈ R3 is the vehicle’s angular velocity equals
to [p q r]T both expressed in the body coordinate frame
and q ∈ R4 is the quaternion formulation. The system
is controlled via four control-inputs, u = (ωl, ωr, δl, δr),
respectively, the left and right propeller rotation speeds and
the left and right flap deflections, which are represented in the
Fig. 2. In order to compute the forces and moments caused by
the wing-propeller interaction, we define two segments. Each
segment is composed by one wing j and by one propeller k.
Thus, the sum of aerodynamic forces acting on the wing j
with the thrust Tk generated by the propeller rotation ωk and

TABLE I: Dark0 UAV parameters.

Parameters Values SI Units

Mass (m) 0.492 [Kg]
Mean Chord (c) 0.13 [m]
Wingspan (b) 0.55 [m]
Wing Area (S) 0.0743 [m2]
Jxx 0.0070 [Kg m2]
Jyy 0.0028 [Kg m2]
Jzz 0.0061 [Kg m2]
Jp 5.1116× 10−6 [Kg m2]
kf 5.13× 10−6 [Kg m]
km 2.64× 10−7 [Kg m2]
Cd0 0.025 No units
Cy0 0.1 No units
Clp 0.2792 No units
Clq 0.0 No units
Clr 0.1145 No units
Cmp 0.0 No units
Cmq 1.2715 No units
Cmr 0.0 No units
Cnp 0.081 No units
Cnq 0.0 No units
Cnr 0.0039 No units
ppx 0.065 m
ppy 0.155 m
ppz 0.0 m
pax 0.0 m
pay 0.155 m
paz 0.0 m
ξf 0.85 No units
ξm 0.55 No units

the total moment described in the body coordinate frame, are
given by :

Fb =

2∑
j,k=1

(Fabj
+ Tk) (12)

Mb =

2∑
j,k=1

(Mabj
+ τbk + pp × Tk + pa × Fabj

) (13)

The vector pp = [ppx ppy ppz ]T defines the distance
between the propeller k with the hybrid UAV center of mass.
Both propellers are positioned symmetrically with respect to
the hybrid UAV center of mass. The distance between the
aerodynamic center and the center of mass is represented by
the vector pa = [pax pay paz ]T . The internal torque of the
propeller τbk and its thrust force Tk, are defined by :

Tk = kfω
2
k

# »xb, kf ∈ R > 0 (14)

τbk = Nbk − Jp (p+ ωj)

 0
r
−q

 (15)

where

Nbk = −sign(ωk)kmω
2
k

# »xb, km ∈ R > 0 (16)

with kf and km the propeller force and moment coefficients
and Nbk is the propeller moment. Equation (15) describes



the gyroscopic interaction between the propellers and the
fuselage with Jp equals to the propeller inertia. The vehicle’s
equations of motion are given by (17) described in the inertial
coordinate frame.

m v̇ = RTFb(x,u,W ) +mg

J ω̇b = Mb(x,u,W )− [ωb]×Jωb

q̇ = 1
2q ∗ ωb

ṗ = v

(17)

The gravitational acceleration vector is equals to g = g #»zi and
W ∈ R3 is the wind disturbance vector. The rotation matrix
R, namely the Direction Cosines Matrix (DCM), represents
the UAV rotation in three dimensions as a mathematical
formulation. We assume that the hybrid UAV inertia matrix
J is diagonal and it equals to J = diag [Jxx Jyy Jzz]. The
position vector in the inertial coordinate frame is represented
by p = [x y z]T . The highly maneuverable nature of the
vehicle calls for a global numerically stable formulation of
attitude and justifies the use of quaternions. The symbol ∗ in
the previous equation corresponds to the quaternion product.
All hybrid UAV parameters used in this paper correspond to
the Darko UAV shown in Fig. 2, and they are described in
the Table I.

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

The proposed control algorithm has no information about
the Hybrid UAV parameters (e.g. mass, inertia, aerodynamic
coefficients, etc.). Though, we use a prior knowledge of sign-
convention between control-input influence in the UAV states
based on flight mechanics equations to develop the correct
interaction of blocks in the control architecture. Therefore,
the model given in the previous section is used only to
simulate the hybrid UAV system and not for control design.

A. Model-Free Control Principles

As introduced by [18], an unknown finite-dimensional
system with a single control-input (u) and a single output
(y) can be described by the following input/output relation
in a differential equation formulation :

E(y, ẏ, . . . , y(a), u, u̇, . . . , u(b)) = 0 (18)

where E is a polynomial function with real unknown coeffi-
cients. We can also describe

yv = E(t, y, ẏ, . . . , y(v−1), y(v+1), . . . , y(a), u, u̇, . . . , u(b))
(19)

with 0 < v ≤ a and δE
δyv 6= 0. This unknown dynamic can

be modeled by a purely numerical equation, so-called Ultra-
Local Model :

y(v)m = Fy + λ · u (20)

In (20), v is the order derivative of ym, λ ∈ R is a
non-physical constant parameter. Moreover, the exploitation
of this numerical model requires the knowledge of Fy .
This quantity represents the real dynamics of the model
as well as the different disturbances which could damage
the performance of the output-system. Thus, an accurate
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Fig. 3: Overview of Model-Free Control schema.

estimation of F , defined as F̂ , is crucial and plays an import
role in the control performance. Assuming that we do not
have any information about the plant, its estimation can be
computed directly by the following methodology in which
we use a second-order Ultra-Local Model :

ÿm = Fy + λ · u (21)

The first step is to apply the Lapace Transform in (21). Re-
ferring to elementary operational calculus we transform (21)
to (22) :

s2Ym(s)− sym(0)− ẏm(0) =
Fy
s

+ λU(s) (22)

Where Ym(s) and U(s) correspond to the Laplace transforms
of ym and u. By differentiating twice the previous equation
we are able to rid the initial conditions ym(0) and ẏm(0) :

2Ym(s) + 4s
dYm(s)

ds
+ s2

d2Y (s)

ds2
=

2Fy
s3

+λ
d2U(s)

ds2
(23)

However, the variable s in the time domain corresponds
to the derivation with respect to time that is sensitive to
noise corruptions and can amplify the noise measurement.
Therefore, in order to reduce both noise and numerical
computation errors on the output estimation, we replace
the derivative terms by integrators ( 1s ) who have robust
properties with respect to noise. Thus, multiplying both sides
of (23) by s−3, we obtain :

2Ym(s)

s3
+

4

s2
dYm(s)

ds
+

1

s

d2Y (s)

ds2
=

2Fy
s6

+
λ

s3
d2U(s)

ds2
(24)

Equation (24) can be transferred back to the time domain
employing elementary calculus and Cauchy’s formula to
reduce multiple integrals in a simple one :

F̂y =
5!

2T 5

∫ t

t−T
[(T − σ)2 − 4σ(T − σ) + σ2]ym(σ)

− [
λ

2
σ2(T − σ)2u(σ)]dσ

From measurements of ym and u obtained in the last T
seconds, the unmodeled dynamic of y and the disturbances
are estimated by F̂y which is updated for each interval of
integration [t−T, t]. This interval corresponds to the window
width of a receding horizon strategy which results in a trade-
off. The idea is to choose the window width small so as
to calculate the estimation within an acceptable short delay
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stabilization control loop. Based on these desired values, propeller speeds (ωl, ωr) and flap deflections (δl, δr) are defined.

but large enough in order to preserve the low-pass filter
properties whose noise attenuations of ym. Based on such
estimator, it is possible to design a robust controller that
estimates the system dynamic on-line by a piecewise constant
function F̂y periodically updated for each measure of ym and
u. The general form of the control-input can be defined as
in the Fig. 3 and is given by,

u = − F̂y
λ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Nonlinear Cancellation

+
y
(2)
d +K(ξ)

λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Closed loop tracking

(25)

where the quantity ξ = ym − yd is the tracking error and
K(ξ) is a closed loop feedback controller, usually defined
as a proportional, proportional-derivative or even so as
proportional-integral-derivative gain. In this paper, we define
the closed loop feedback controller as a proportional Kp

and derivative gain Kd. We recognize in (25) the typical
mathematical expression of a nominal control in the flatness-
based in which the non-linear terms F̂y is added with a closed
loop tracking of a reference trajectory t→ yd(t). The error
dynamic can be deduced from the combination of (25) with
(21) :

ξ̈y = ÿm − ÿd =

ξF ≈ 0︷ ︸︸ ︷
Fy − F̂y +Kp ξθ +Kd ξ̇θ (26)

Note that, if the error (ξFy
) between the estimator and the

true dynamic, is approximately zero during [t−T, t], a simple
proportional-derivative controller will be enough to ensure
the error convergence to zero. Whereas, an integration effect
is implicitly involved in the model-free control algorithm.

B. Control architecture

Figure 4 shows the main ideas of our control architecture.
The block Trajectory generator is composed of a state
flow algorithm that defines constantly the desired positions
(xd, yd and zd) in the inertial coordinate system. These
references are taken into account by the Position control
block and are compared with the respective measures (xm,

ym, zm) creating three errors that are minimized by the MFC
algorithms in the Position control block. These three MFC
algorithms in charge of the position tracking, also compute
the desired velocity in their respective axes. These references
values which are defined in the inertial coordinate frame
are transformed to the body coordinate frame as well as the
velocities measurements. Thus, the velocity control MFCvx
computes the required thrust Td to reach this desired velocity
along # »xb, the block MFCvz assures the velocity control along
# »zb and determine the necessary pitch angle θd to reach this
desired velocity vbzd . Both blocks control their respective
velocities and inform the desired thrust and pitch angle for
the entire flight envelope, i.e. hover, transition and forward
flight. However, the velocity control along # »yb is designed
depending on the current hybrid UAV flight phase. Therefore,
in hover flight, the block MFCvy set the desired yaw angle ψd
and the block MFCψd

actuates in the system by a differential-
thrust command creating a moment around # »zb in order to
reach the desired velocity along # »yb. In forward flight, this
lateral velocity is reached from roll rotations around # »xb.
These rotations orient the lift force and the hybrid UAV
can perform left-right turns with, respectively, negative and
positive roll angles φ. The propeller speeds (ωl, ωr) are
defined by the sum of nominal propeller rotation ωn with
a differential propeller speed ∆ω which is in charge of the
yaw control. The negative sign of ωn for the left-propeller ωl
is due to the counter-rotation sense. And the flap-deflections
(δl, δr), which are in convention negative for pitch-up, are
composed by the sum of symmetrical flap deflection δn with
anti-symmetrical flap deflections ∆δ that are respectively the
control-input for the pitch angle θ and for the roll angle φ.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to investigate the performance of the model-
free control architecture, we design a set of numerical flight
simulations with distinct target scenarios that include vertical
take-off and landing, hover-to-forward transition, forward-
to-hover transition and forward flights. All simulations are
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Fig. 5: (#Flight 1) - Vertical take-off and transition flight to assure position tracking during high wind disturbances. On the
top, from left to right: simulation illustration, positions in the inertial coordinate frame and attitude. On the bottom: propeller
speeds (ωl < 0 and ωr > 0) due to counter-rotation sense, flap deflections (δl and δr) convention negative for pitch-up, and
wind disturbance.
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Fig. 6: (#Flight 2) - Circular position tracking in hover flight mode. On the top, from left to right: the 3D flight path, North
and East positions and altitude. On the bottom: attitude, propeller speeds and flap deflections.
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Fig. 7: (#Flight 3) - Entire flight envelope simulation in relatively calm flight conditions. On the top, from left to right: the
3D flight path, North and East positions and altitude. On the bottom: attitude, propeller speeds and flap deflections.

discretized at 500 Hz and include noise measurements and
wind disturbances. An invariant observer [19] is used to
estimate the UAV states providing a smoother signal, this
operation adds delays in the closed loop and must be taken
into account during the controller’s synthesis. The MFC
parameters were tuned for the entire flight envelope and are
the same for all simulations.

A. Flight simulations

In hover flight mode, we analyzed two flight tests. The
main objective of the first flight simulation shown in the
Fig. 5, is the study of wind influence in the position tracking
(#Flight 1), for the following desired positions :

xd = 0,∀ t
yd = 0,∀ t

zd =

{
10, t ∈ [0; 155]s

0, t > 155s

Indeed, during this flight mode the hybrid UAV is more
susceptible to aerodynamic disturbances. We can explain this
by the fact that, in the vertical position, the wind gust along
the zb − axis is in contact with the total reference wing
area generating a considerable drag force. Also, the hybrid
UAV is not able to compensate this force in the vertical
position. Which is why, the transition is performed and the
drag force created by the wind is now along the xb − axis.
This makes the vehicle add thrust in order to compensated

this undesirable aerodynamic force in order to assure the
position tracking. The thrust used to reject this perturbation
can be seen in the Fig. 5d. And the wind from east with a
magnitude of 5 m/s, see Fig. 5f, also produces a drag force
in the yb− axis. This force is compensated by orienting the
lift force with a symmetrical rotation around the xb − axis,
the roll angle shown in the Fig. 5c. In the second flight
simulation, we impose a circular desired path (#Flight 2) in
order to validate the interaction between all control blocks
in the proposed control architecture. The following equations
define the desired trajectories (xd, yd, zd),

xd =


0, t < 30s

xc + r cos( 2π
40 t), t ∈ [30; 130]s

1, t > 130s

yd =


0, t < 30s

yc + r sin( 2π
40 t), t ∈ [30; 130]s

5, t > 130s

zd =

{
10, t ∈ [0; 155]s

0, t > 155s

where xc and yc correspond to the center of the circle
and r is its radius. This maneuver requires that the hybrid
UAV follow a circular trajectory while stabilizing its attitude.
Accurate position, velocity and attitude control are needed
to accurately follow the desired flight plan with the desired
attitude orientation. Figure 6 shows the simulation results.



Finally, a complete flight mission (#Flight 3) is presented in
the Fig. 7 in which we evaluate all hybrid UAV flight capa-
bilities through a vertical take-off from zero to ten meters of
altitude followed by the transition to forward flight with a
position tracking in the xy − plane and an altitude change
in forward flight. Then, the forward-to-hover transition is
performed and the simulation ends with a vertical landing.
The complete 3D flight path is presented in the Fig. 7a.
The controller assures the position tracking during the entire
mission, as we can see in the Fig. 7b. The altitude presents
small oscillations at 40 and 140 seconds of simulation which
is quite acceptable for this UAV class. These oscillations are
due to the fast variations of aerodynamic forces and moments
that occur during the transition flight phase where the pitch
angle decreases causing an important variation in the angle
of attack, see Fig. 7d.

B. Results analysis

The controller’s performance was evaluated through a
quantitative analysis for all previous flight simulations. So,
in this analysis, we compute the root mean square error for
the vertical take-off and transition flight under high wind
disturbances (#Flight 1), circular position tracking in hover
(#Flight 2) and for the entire flight envelope (#Flight 3). The
results are presented in the Table II, with a RMSE less than
0.8 meter, 0.6 meter per second and 0.8 degrees, respectively,
for the position tracking, velocity control and for the attitude
stabilization.

TABLE II: Root Mean Square Errors - RMSE

States #Flight 1 #Flight 2 #Flight 3 SI Units

x 0.2335 0.2348 0.7140 [m]
y 0.0636 0.1258 0.3681 [m]
z 0.1913 0.1384 0.1335 [m]
vxb 0.1505 0.0897 0.1052 [m/s]
vyb 0.0849 0.0899 0.0612 [m/s]
vzb 0.5523 0.1135 0.3684 [m/s]
φ 0.1968 0.0183 0.1464 [◦]
θ 0.7720 0.1800 0.6094 [◦]
ψ 0.1434 0.1553 0.0416 [◦]

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we focused on the development of a model-
free control architecture of hybrid UAVs. The proposed
controller was designed to stabilize the entire flight envelope
of hybrid UAVs including vertical take-off and landing,
transition and forward flight with no information about its
parameters. Simulation results shown an effective control
performance for the entire flight envelope and excellent dis-
turbance rejections during the critical flight phases. Further-
more, the control strategy overcomes the tightly nonlinear,
coupled and under-actuated nature of the hybrid UAV. Also,
takes into account the many degrees of freedom of the system
and ensures attitude stability, velocity control and position
tracking for all flight phases.
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